FERNANDO BARROS & COMPANY
Authentic FLAMENCO: Ancient & New

Cervantes and Shakespeare
Lorca’s Cosmology: The Soul of Flamenco

Medieval Heritage of Flamenco
Dream of the Alhambra

Flamenco en Navidad
Poesia Flamenca
Leonard Cohen’s Six Chords of Flamenco

FLAMENCO SPECIALIST: Singer Composer Historian
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Cervantes & Shakespeare
Repertoire: Colombianas De Cardenio, Autorretrato Flamenco a Cervantes,
Guajiras De Altisidora,Epitafio A D. Quijote, Bailan Las Gitanas

Shakespeare: 4/26/1564 - 4/23/1616

Cervantes: 9/29/1547 4/22/1616

The nucleus of this presentation features episodes in song from
Miguel De Cervantes’ premier work, “Don Quixote," a work that
was written for the populous 400 years ago. Read and deeply
appreciated by Shakespeare, it served as inspiration for his long-lost
play, “Cardenio.”
Both texts exemplify loss, duplicity,
forgiveness, repentance and the
triumph of love over life’s travails.
With this performance we honor the

deaths, 400 years ago, and within a
day of each other, these two pillars
of literature.
Cervantes Institute, Albuquerque, NM 2015
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Lorca’s Cosmology
& the Soul of Flamenco
Repertoire: Zorongo Gitano, Son De Negros, Sevillanas Lorca, Romance De La Luna Luna,

Soneto Del Amor Desesperado, Romance De La Pena Negra, Nacimiento De Cristo (Poeta
en NY)

The poems and lyrics of the “Romancero
Gitano,” emphasize the lineage of songs
that would lead Lorca and others to create
the “Cante Jondo” in 1922, celebrating
Spain’s patrimony of flamenco.
Later observations made during his journey
to the United States and Cuba in 1929,
inspired him to write the rumba-styled
poem: “Sounds of Blacks in Cuba,”
published in his epic, “The Poet in New York.” Lorca’s ideal of
liberty and equality: that each person has bread and at least
one book.
With this performance, we honor the memory of

Federico Garcia Lorca who was assassinated 80
years ago in Spain. He was martyred at a young

age for his challenges to the dictatorial authority
that dominated the culture of the time, which

threatened Spain’s freedom of speech and social
action on behalf of the marginalized.
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Medieval Heritage of Flamenco
Repertoire: Canciones De Cuna Sephardic, La Tarara, Malagueñas y Verdiales, Taksim, Bolero
Flamenco, Abenamar, Estaba El Señor D. Gato

To explain the origin of the Arabo-Andalusian style and the rise of
Andalusian music, we must go back to the dawn of the Muslim era
when Visigoth-Hispanic music combined with the
simplicity of bedouin song. This style was
simple stringed accompaniment without the
complicated chording of current
instrumentation.
Since the 9th century and thanks to the
presence of Ziryab, the great musician of
Baghdad, a substantial transformation occurred
as a result of his knowledge of the oriental
classical school. Additionally, his talent for and
sensitivity to opening new paths in music was exceptional for the time.
Nuba, the most prominent musical expression of that moment
and also certainly its core link, is the hybridized RomanesqueVisigothic genre uniquely found in the lyrics of the peninsula. Its
foundation in romance was to be filled by Hebraic and Andalusi
genres. The latter was a seed element that would be ultimately
married with Spain’s magnificent medieval poetry.
After their expulsion from Spain, Moorish oppression was
expressed through tragic feelings and social resentments in couplets
and romances. This deep and emotive tone was also assimilated by
flamenco performers and composers, via the oppressed working
classes, in general, and the Roma people in particular.
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Flamenco en Navidad
Repertoire: Los Campanilleros, Por El Cinco de Enero, Ya vienen Los Reyes Magos, El Vito,
Sephardic Duerme Lullaby

With this performance, we celebrate the
holiday season & our desire for global peace
by performing music from the medieval,
Sephardic & early Arabic times to the
present. Our map represents the three
interdependent cultures that were so
influential on each other.
There was a time when Spain was experiencing its own
renaissance, a time when three
cultures - Jews, Arabs & Christians lived in peace.
Fernando Barros has composed
and sings music for the oud,
flamenco guitar and dance.
Our idea is encapsulated in the form of
an original folk tale, “Un Cuento

Flamenco en Navidad”: a story written by Melissa Barros Moore.
Like all traditional fairy tales, we begin with
“Once upon a time in a land far away…”
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Poesia Flamenca
Repertoire: Sueño Infantil, Buleria de Parabola, Colombias, Campos de Soria, Cantares a J. Ramon

Through the symbiosis of music and poetry that flamenco achieves, the
Andalusian villagers expressed and manifested their deepest feelings: joy and
sorrow, laughter and tears, love and hate, work and leisure, justice and injustice
in their world views of life and death. History has embraced the understanding
that flamenco is a romantic art of profound emotions expressed through song,
guitar and dance.
The long lineage of song, beginning with medieval compositions and tonalities,
set the stage for today’s flamenco music. Additionally, the rich, multi-cultural
history of the Andalusian people has been a deep source of inspiration, as
conveyed by its most distinguished writers and poets.
Flamenco arts are naturally well-matched with literary works, especially poetry,
because musicality, harmony, and rhythm are the true essence of both.
Juxtaposing each inherently creates an expressive new voice.
Our aim is to broaden and deepen the knowledge of poetic symbolism found in
the works of three notable Andalusian poets, each of whom closely linked his life
and work to flamenco: Juan Ramon Jimenez, Antonio Machado and Federico
Garcia Lorca. Preceding them was the pivotal and highly influential text of
Miguel De Cervantes, “Don Quixote.”.
Naturally, each writer’s rhythm fits his own metrics and musicality, which
Fernando identifies and painstakingly matches with flamenco rhythms. Along
with revitalizing their writings, each man’s legacy is honored by creating new
works of art via original compositions.
Strictly adhering to the fundamentals of flamenco (rhythm, harmony and
melody), our company seeks to provide an example of creative innovation.
The contents of the poems, together with the innate musicality of the Spanish
language, allow our collaborations to flourish in a new context and century.
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Leonard Cohen
&

Six Chords of Flamenco
In “Take This Waltz” Leonard Cohen reveals his gratitude to Federico
Garcia Lorca by putting the clothes of his music to Lorca’s poem, “The
Poet in New York.” This collaboration, despite the separation of several
decades and continents, can best be seen as a synthesis of the spiritual
union of their two paths.
Fernando’s metaphors above are a striking example of how to approach the age-old
question as to the sources of inspiration and creativity. His own compositions of the
past decade reveal the inherent musicality found in the works of the writers and poets
of Spain, with a resonant voice that is uniquely suited to the subtleties required.

Recently discovering Leonard Cohen’s similar epiphany as to the
connection between language and music, Fernando has been inspired to
connect Cohen’s melodies with Lorca’s poetry. The genesis for Cohen’s
own leap into the unknown, came when he had three lessons from a young
Spaniard in Canada, who appeared mysteriously in a park one day, guitar
in hand. The young man just as suddenly disappeared, having committed
suicide, leaving Cohen with a lifetime gift of six foundational guitar chords.
As it turns out, these were a flamenco guitar chord progression and
formed, “… the basis of all my songs and all my music.” (Leonard Cohen)
Flamenco is a synthesis of Mediterranean music epochs and genres,
ranging from before the time of the Visigoths, through Sephardic and
Arabic influences, the Romantic era and to today’s innovations. Like the
singers of flamenco’s beginning just 170 years ago, Lorca represented his
deep comprehension of humanity in all its struggles.
Beginning with “Suzanne,” Fernando has begun to reveal the natural rhythms, tonalities
and sentimentalities of Lorca and Cohen and ‘officiates at the marriage of the two
voices.’ Adding his own, he realizes the essence of exploration, thereby concretizing
the ephemeral quest for the source of inspiration and creativity.
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CHARACTERISTICS of PERFORMANCE

Creating a broad cultural
awareness of the rich
heritage of flamenco’s past
and linking to the present is
our hallmark.

Inherent in the history of
music is its ability to cross
borders & bridge epochs.
Our work reveals innate desires for resolution of
differences as humans strive to honor unity within diversity.
Woven into a time and place are the unique cultural
textures that illuminate, define and enrich a people.
We proudly present the three essential pillars of our
Andalusian flamenco culture: literature (poetry & prose);
music (Sephardic & ancient melodies); and dance (rhythm &
harmony). Our performances reveal a wealth of historical
references and selected poems, combined with both original
compositions & traditional flamenco music. Additional features
include an audiovisual biography of the poet, writer or place.
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MASTERCLASSES & LECTURES

Flamenco: Medieval to Modern
Internalization of Rhythm
Learning from Emotion
Curiosity & Creativity
Vocalization & Breath

Cervantes & Shakespeare
Learn Flamenco Music
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Flamenco’s Rhythmical Families
Fandangos
Soleares

Cantes Libres

Seguidillas

Tangos

THE MEDITERRANEAN BASIN: The ORIGINS of FLAMENCO
ESSENTIAL MIX of NUTRIENTS CREATED a NEW MUSICAL GENRE
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Email us: barroslirola@gmail.com
mkm505@gmail.com

Telephone: +1 505.603.0743

Visit:

studyflamenco.com

queeselflamenco.com

Social Media
https://www.facebook.com/barroslirola
@queeselflamenco

Video Conferencing
barroslirola
hangouts.google.com/hangouts
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FERNANDO BARROS
Flamenco Specialist:
Singer Composer Historian Teacher
Author
A native of Granada, Andalusia, Spain,
Fernando Barros specializes in the unique
rhythms & cadence that are the
foundations of flamenco music.
He has gained international recognition
as an innovator whose voice and many
compositions reveal the “melody” that is
inherent in Spanish literature and poetry.
His selected writers include Juan Ramon
Jimenez, Antonio Machado, Calderon De La
Barca, Federico Garcia Lorca and
Miguel De Cervantes.
On the vanguard of integrating the
traditions of flamenco with new
approaches to teaching, Fernando is
the author of two books and offers master
classes at the university level.
Exemplifying the rhythms that give
musical identity to cultures around the
world, he draws on ancient texts and
melodies, as well as composing with
today’s audiences in mind.
Fernando is honored to be an invited
member of UNESCO’s International Council
of Dance (CID - # 16955), which preserves
indigenous dances from around the world.
As a cultural ambassador from the region
of Andalusia, Spain, Fernando is now based
in Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA.
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